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(CONSmmDERKTImONS
Since one radiograph providees a two-dimensional record of three-dimensional objects, it follows that velocity caninot be measured withouit making allowances for movement toward or away from the x-ray tube. Simultaneous filniing, in two different plamies is desirable in order to obtain empirical data conicerniing this variable.
Ill addition to facts about velocity, l)ictures (an give information concerningy the direction or )ath of motion. Night, "time-exposure" photography provides familiar illustrations of the basic principle (for example, in the streaks caused by mtoving headlights or the patterii of bursting fireworks). In a similar manlner, radiographs can be used to study turbulent imotion. The streaked images of moving radiopaque objects demoiistrate the paths of their movement. Where high velocities are involved, the images of test objects will tend to be "over-extended" or blurred and thus harder to see. In order that the radiographic appraisal of velocity as well as direction of flow be made at the same time and with mtaximam precision, it is desirable to employ very short, pulsed, multiple exposures of known duration and frequency. The shorter these exposures, the sharper the resultant images; the briefer the pulse-to-pulse interval, the faster the motion which can be studied. It seems unlikely that movement "in depth" will prevent the study of flowpatterns, though it complicates the task.
In short, it is clear that radiology offers promising means for the study of the two major hemodynamic parameters, velocity and direction of flow. There is no doubt that radiologic study of these parameters may be applied to blood in motion, since we have done so repeatedly. Over three thousand radiographs were exposed in studying motion and evaluating various contrast agents for this purpose. Figure 3 shows the appearance of several types of media.
It is not within the scope of this discussion to cover fully the many problems which re- exposures of from 1 to 5 msec. duration at up to 1000 ma. tube current and 100 KV.6
Circuitry is being added to provide multiple pulses separated by known intervals in the order of 1 msec. Available knowledge concerning velocity of arterial blood flow plus practical experience have aided in establishing the requisite duration of exposure and the necessary interval between impulses. The maximum blood velocity to be found is probably that which occurs in pure valvular pulmonary stenosis. In.this condition, despite the usual prolongation of systole, blood must pass through the narrowed The results of extensive exlerimnental studies indicate that the above (goals arc achievable and warrant the considerable effort and costs involved. It is hoped that this preliminary report will encourage otlhers to explore the possibilities of the method and thereby hasten its perfection.
SUMMIARIO IN INTERLIN-GUAITA Isto es un reporto preliminari que tracta del directe studio radiographic de discrete e comparativemente miere areas de radio-opacitate artificial duralite lor passage a transverso le strueturas cardiovascular. lie reporto pre-SYMPOSWIUIM ON CARD IOV)ASCUJLAR SOUND) senta un-nove e promittente methodo pro le studio del motion del sanguine. lie termino 'motion. es usate hie pro designar un movimeiito del sanguine e intra le sanguine. In iste senso, le termino es de importantia fundamental pro le thematica del studio hemodynlamic. Studios nUne iii progresso se occupa de duo coinplexos major del hemodynamica.
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